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Abstract

User-centered design is becoming a common approach to building systems in the last years. This approach is focused on users’ needs from the beginning, which helps to build a user-friendly system. User-centered design also suggests frequent usability testing rounds, and as a result major usability mistakes are found at earlier stages of project and fixing them costs less.

In this thesis I used user-centered design approach to create a new prototype of Study Information System used in Tallinn University of Technology. The current SIS has a lot of room for improvement and in this project I have tried to fix major usability problems students meet with when using SIS. As UCD suggests, I created personas to understand end users better, and created scenarios to describe their main goals. A prototype was then built using Twitter Bootstrap based on previous analysis. This prototype was tested by three usability test participants to find problems. The problems were fixed in the second prototype version.
Annotatsioon

Kasutajakeskne disain on viimastel aastatel veebilahenduste ehitamisel populaarne meetod. See meetod keskendub süsteemile kasutajate vajadustest lähtuvalt, mis aitab ehitada kasutajasõbralikke lahendusi. Kasutajakeskne disain kätkeb endas sagedaseid kasutatavuse teste (usability tests), mille tulemusena on suured kasutatavuse vead leitavad projekti varajastes staadiumites, muutes seega minimaalseks vastavate vigade eemaldamistest tingitud lisakulutused.
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1. Introduction

This work is focused on usage of user-centered design and early-phase usability testing in the process of development a new Studies Information System interface prototype. This thesis also shows how useful is usability testing in early stages of development process, by allowing to find out and fix major usability problems as early as possible, when the cost of changes is relatively low.

Normally, if a website or a system is badly designed, there is always a possibility of leaving the page or finding a better analogue. In this particular case, however, students don’t have any choice and are compelled to use a poorly designed system. This leads to frustration among students, when they can’t efficiently perform key tasks related to their studies: submission of declaration, registration to exams, registration to lab works, looking through the timetables. Tutors have to come to first-year students and show them step-by-step, how to do those things. Students tend to remember a sequence of clicks needed to be done to achieve some goal, because the process of just figuring it out on spot is too complicated due to well-known Studies Information System major usability problems, which include illogical menu structure, incomprehensible icon usage, obscure remindings of unpaid invoices. Also the design of system scales poorly for handheld screens, which leads to problems when using the system on a mobile device.

I investigated how using user-centered design approach and a simple usability test can help to build a user-friendlier system prototype. Starting by creating personas, scenarios and user stories as a basis for further work, I move forward to building a prototype using Twitter Bootstrap, which from the beginning is based on the user needs found out in the first stage as any user-friendly system should be. Then I carry out usability tests of created prototype to find out major problems and to get some material for further improvement. The latest prototype fixes usability problems which usability test found.

Further enhancement can be made by testing the second prototype for usability and changing it according to the results. However, to create a drastically improved from usability point of view
mockups of Studies Information System a one round of usability testing and problem fixing is enough. This is because the initial prototype is already based on the needings of users, and the only usability test already reveals and allows to fix major usability problems.

The first version of prototype can be found here:


Revised prototype can be found here:


In order to login to any of the above fill in the login form fields with any text and click “Log in”.

2. Short Introduction to Usability

Before further analysis, it is necessary to define vocabulary we are going to work with.

2.1 What Is Usability?

The term ‘usability’ refers to multiple concepts taken together: user experience (which itself can include different kinds of experiences depending on the context), user satisfaction with the performance of the system, and learnability (i.e. ‘ease of learning how to use the system’) [1]. There are a lot of possible definitions of ‘usability’, as the desired meaning of this word is changed depending on the context it is used in. The homogeneity of the definition of this term is further smoothed because some people tend to use it as an attribute of quality of a system, and others think of usability as of a process, a set on techniques using during making of the project. The second definition, however, is more accurately described as user-centered design.

Let’s then stop on the definition provided in the ISO 9241-11 standard, is a multi-part standard from ISO covering ergonomics of human-computer interaction (which suits the topic of this thesis) and describes usability as a quality of a system:

"The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use" [2]

This definition includes four elements that are necessary to create a usable system [3]:

There are specified users of the system.

The users have a set of specified goals.

1. The system should allow user goals to be met (effectively) in an efficient manner and the users will be satisfied with the process or outcome.
2. The system will be used in a particular context (e.g. within a physical location, a business process).
It also includes a hint for five characteristics which must be met for the users of a product (also known as five E’s of usability):

1. Effective
2. Efficient
3. Engaging
4. Error Tolerant
5. Easy to Learn

A usable system is one that is designed to consider all of these aspects. Again, in the first part about the interaction between users and the system we shall dive further in the section concerning user-centered design. Before we do that, we need to establish criteria by which we could say that users are using the system effectively, efficiently and with satisfaction.

**Effectiveness** in the context of usability is the completeness and accuracy with which users achieve specified goals. It is determined by looking at whether the user’s goals were met successfully and whether all work is correct.

**Efficiency** is very close to effectiveness, but they are by no means the same, because efficiency is mostly concerned about the speed with which user can achieve the desired result. ISO 9241 defines efficiency as the total resources expended in a task.

The most obvious element of **engaging** is visual design, because this characteristic means that the interface of a system must be pleasant to the eye and satisfying to use: colors should match, all texts should be readable, information should be presented clearly.

Of course there is almost no way to build a complex system, which will have no errors at all (but this is always a goal, of course). An **error tolerant** system prevents errors arising from user’s interaction with the system, and helps the user to recover from errors that occurred. This can be achieved through designing a system where it is very hard or impossible to take an incorrect or invalid action, and as much actions as possible are reversible.
**Easy to learn** systems are, well, easy to learn. User should not need to read a manual to start using the system. It should be easy for the user to start using new features of the system after they were added. The system must be designed in a predictable way. This means that terminology does not change, that design elements and controls are placed in familiar locations and that similar functions behave similarly.

Now that we have established clear criteria for rating the user-friendliness of a system, we can move further to discuss how to achieve them. But first an excerpt about why should we at all be concerned about usability problems.
2.2 Why Is Usability Important?

A good usability of a system is important for users, because it means they will achieve their goals without problems. Among a couple of almost the same systems users will always choose the one using which they will not feel any frustration, ie a more user-friendly system. If the system is ineffective for users - they leave. If it is inefficient - they leave. An error occurs every second step - they leave, the design features red text on green background - they leave, system requires a manual to be used - they leave.

Usability goals are business goals [4]. Badly-built websites are hard to use, which results in growing users’ frustration [5]. Eventually the user just leaves, and every user that left means loss of profit for the business. In case if user cannot leave (for example, the system is a kind of intranet and she has no way to find an alternative) this leads to the loss of user productivity and growing rate of frustration.

It also notable that it takes less time to teach an employee how to use a usability-engineered system than a similar system, which had no usability work involved [4]. Under ideal circumstances a training won’t be needed at all if the system is well-build.

In short, all the benefits of applying usability best practices to a product can be summarized as following:

1. Increased sales and customer satisfaction
2. Competitive advantage (if features are similar, users will choose the system which is easier to use)
3. Advertising benefits: companies can emphasize that they follow the guidelines of usability Standard and articulate differences in usability between theirs and competitors’ products.
4. Reduced development and maintenance cost. Studying user needs allows to ”design it right the first time” reducing the cost of development and maintenance. Usability engineering techniques (usability testing in particular) allows to find out major mistakes
in the design of product on early stage when fixing them is easier and cost of that fixing is much lower.

5. Reduced training costs. Even if training couldn’t be completely eliminated, the time used to train new users is reduced greatly if the product itself is user-friendly and easy to use.

6. Lower support costs. Creating a product with user in mind reduces the risk that user will not understand the developer’s intended way of operating the product.

7. Lower documentation costs. A well-designed product doesn’t need much documentation.

One of my goals when creating a new Study Information System (SIS) prototype was to make SIS easier to use and through this decrease users’ frustration. Currently tutors have to show to new students, how to use SIS and how to make simple tasks such as declaring subjects. Usually this takes about 15 minutes of some other lecture, because otherwise it is hard to gather all the students together. A user-friendlier SIS would remove the necessity of training and will make study process a bit more productive.
3. User-Centered Design as an Approach to Improving Usability

3.1 What Is User-Centered Design: a Dive into History

Accordingly to authors of “User-Centered Design” [6], user-centered design (UCD) is a design process in which end-users influence how a design takes shape. This means that users or at least user-centered activities are included throughout the design and development process in a form of creating personas, user stories, and scenarios, analyzing use cases, and doing usability tests. Again like usability, the term user-centered design combines in itself both philosophy of approach to design and methods to achieve the desired result. One of the sections of “IS Management Handbook, Seventh Edition” [7] suggests another good definition for UCD: a framework of principles, methodologies, and techniques that maximize the likelihood that users will find the application solution useful and effective.

A goal of a designer working accordingly UCD is to understand the user and create an easy-to-use product, which user will be able to use to achieve her goals. An interface built with UCD in mind shows all the necessary information in way that fit in with the goals, desires and needs of the users, which helps to improve performance of a human-machine system as a whole [8]. A result of user-centered approach is reduction of errors and improvement of productivity because users now spend less time frustrating and thinking what do they need to do to achieve some result. Along with this grow user satisfaction and acceptance of the system.

The term ‘user-centered design’ was firstly introduced by Donald Norman in the 1980’s. In his book entitled “User-Centered System Design: New Perspectives on Human-Computer Interaction” he writes: “user-centered design and community participation in design became major attributes of design process” [9].

D. Norman continues his research of UCD in his next book, “Design of Everyday Things” [10]. In this book he talks about UCD as about a “philosophy based on the needs and interests of the user, with an emphasis on making products usable and understandable”. He also states the main features of a good design:
1. Design should make it easy to understand which actions are possible at any given moment
2. Design should make conceptual model of the system visible, as well as alternative actions and results of actions
3. Design should make it easy to evaluate the current state of the system
4. Design should follow natural mappings between intentions and required actions, actions and results, and between visible information and current system state.

Simply stating what a design must be is not enough. To support his suggestion of a good design Norman provides also seven principles of “transforming difficult tasks into simple ones”, by following which a designer will be able to achieve the desired result (i.e. a usable and understandable product):

1. Use both knowledge of the world and knowledge in the head. The designer should build an appropriate for the user conceptual model, which user will be able to understand based either on externally or internally available knowledge; and those two kinds of knowledge should be easily combinable, and the user should be able to use whichever is more readily available at the moment without interfering with the other.
2. Simplify the structure of the tasks to minimize the amount of planning or problem solving they require. The designer should be aware of limitations of human short-term memory (which we use to store information that will be useful for us only for a short amount of time, for example, navigation items): a person can only remember up to five different unrelated items at one time. On the other hand, information stored in the long-term memory can be kept there for a long amount of time, but it is more easily acquired if it is structured and makes sense. Design should minimize the amount of interruptions the user might face, and it also should provide mental aids to help user recover the exact state of operations that were interrupted.
3. Make things visible: bridge the gulfs of Execution and Evaluation. Make things visible on execution side to let users know what can be done and how and what will be this action’s outcome; make things visible on evaluation side to let users see effects of their actions. Provide indications of current system state that are easily distinguishable and match intentions and expectations of the end user.
4. Get the mappings right. Make sure the user understands relationships between her intentions and required actions, her actions and results, between visible information and current system state, and between the system state and her intentions, needs and expectations. The easiest way to make things understandable is to use some sort of graphics, for example, well-known icons.

5. Exploit the power of constraints, both natural and artificial. Make the user feel that she has only one possible thing to do - and that thing must be the right one.

6. Design for error. Any error that can be made will be made. Plan for it, and give the user a way to recover from the error, understand what and why happened, and let him reverse any unwanted result. Make irreversible actions hard to do.

7. When all else fails, standardize. When it is impossible to design something without arbitrary mappings - create or follow an international standard. Any standard mechanism needs to be learned only once, after what it can be used by users effectively in any situation.
3.2 ISO 9241-200 An International Human-Centered Design Standard

Aside from books, user-centered design approach is described in ISO 9241-200 Standard, which came as a replacement for an old ISO 13407. This newer Standard provides “requirements and recommendations for human-centered design principles and activities throughout the life cycle of computer-based interactive systems” and covers both software and hardware [4]. This standard includes 6 design principles of human-centered design:

1. The design is based upon an explicit understanding of users, tasks and environments. Users may behave differently from how designers think they would; and the environment the product will be used in can have great impact on how the product should be designed.

2. Users are involved throughout design and development. The involvement can be different on each stage of design process, but the feedback from users is always important as it may provide new information and affect the shape of the product.

3. The design is driven and refined by user-centered evaluation. Product features should be affected mostly by users, and not by developers.

4. The process is iterative. “It is impossible to specify every detail of every aspect of the interaction in the beginning of development”, says the Standard. Iterations can occur on micro-level (when a particular feature is tested, modified, and evaluated) or on macro-level (when a system as a whole is tested, changed, and evaluated until it is deemed to be satisfactory).

5. The design addresses the whole user-experience. This principle is new, it was not included in the Standard’s previous version. It emphasizes the fact that usability has more aspects than just ease of use: for example, user’s satisfaction from job, elimination of monotony, user expectation.

6. The design team includes multidisciplinary skills and perspectives, ie all appropriate skills and perspectives are presented during the design process when their input and interactions are most effective.
3.3 The General Approach of User-Centered Design

As said before user-centered design (UCD) is not only a general philosophy about how design should be created, but also provides certain methods and techniques that help to achieve the desired result; however none of them are mandatory. Among those techniques are creating personas, scenarios, user stories and/or use cases, and constant usability tests.

As said before, the focus of UCD is user, her abilities and limitations, her desires and goals that she wants to achieve using the system. Therefore the main aspects of UCD are [2]:

1. learning about human abilities and limitations,
2. designing for a particular group of people,
3. working with these people throughout the design process.

3.3.1 UCD, part one: learn about people

As long as UCD is focused on the user, it is highly important to understand human abilities and limitations. What exact limitation should be taken into account depends on which kind of users will be using the system which is being in development. For example, while building a website for a school for children with disabilities it is important to take into account possible blindness or low motor skills. Some major characteristics are:

1. Memory. A human being is capable of easily remembering only about 5 unconnected things at a time, for everything more than that we need to use our long-term memory which is harder and more energy-consuming. Therefore arise certain limitations to the design of system: menus should not contain more than 5 items (an average amount of unconnected things that person can easily remember), password hints should be available, breadcrumbs should be present.

2. Errors. People make errors: they press wrong buttons, they write undesired data into forms, they click everywhere. System should be error-tolerant, which means that the majority of errors should not be doable, and the remaining part should be easily reversible.
3. Perception: sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch. The most important of the senses when developing a computer-based system is, of course, sight; because we use our eyes to scan the computer screen for information. The rules arising from this concern mainly visual or web design: the fonts should be readable, the page should be contrast enough, there should be harmony in the colors used.

4. Fine motor skills. Fitts’s law predicts that time required to move to a target area is a function of the distance to the target and the size of the target. This means that clickable area should be as big as possible and located in a easy to access place (a good example of such an area is a corner of a computer screen: user does not need to aim there, she can just move mouse rapidly somewhere in that direction and cursor will get in place). The size of clickable area is even more important on touch interfaces, because people mostly use their fingers when using touch screen, and fingers are bigger than a mouse cursor.

5. Mental models. One way that people make sense of the world is to form a mental model of how things work. Designing a system in a common mental model’s way is a great approach, because it means that the user will not need any exceptional training to start using the system - she already has a model of the system in his head.

3.3.2 UCD, part two: learn about users

Every system is being built with some certain target audience in mind. When doing user-centered design it is important to learn as much as possible about who your users are. It can be tricky sometimes (for example when possible audience is wide like an audience of a government website). In this case some analysis of statistics, search logs and referrer logs is required.

There are a lot of possibilities to learn more about the users once you know who they are. The main ones include:

1. One-on-one discussions of the system with one of its users. Such interviews help to identify the key needs. It is important to remember that interviewer should ask about the tasks of user as opposed to her needs.

2. Task analysis, during which goals of the tasks, the steps involved, inputs, outputs and information needs are identified.
3. Focus groups. Small groups (6-8 people) who are using or will be using the system. Discussions inside focus groups elicit attitudes, feelings and ideas about a particular topic.

4. Surveys and questionnaires. As opposed to focus groups which cover only a small amount of people, a survey or a questionnaire can be used to gather data from a large amount of people.

After some data from users has been gathered it is vital to communicate it through the whole team in a simple form so that everyone has something to rely on during her work. UCD suggests a couple of ways to arrange gathered information in easy-to-use form. Here I shall provide only a short overview of them since more information will follow in the next chapter:

1. Personas. Personas are fictitious characters created to generalize the needs of specific user groups.

2. Scenarios, or short stories describing how the system will be used by personas to complete their tasks. Scenarios are used also in usability testing.

3. Task lists of all the tasks users will want to do with the system.

4. User stories, each of which states one of goals user wants to achieve. I shall not use this in my practical work.

5. Use cases, or step-by-step descriptions of the process which leads the user to her result. I shall not use this in my practical work.

3.3.3 UCD, part three: work with users

As stated before user-centered design implies that users should be involved throughout the whole design process. In the early stages the techniques described above are the most appropriate, as they help to understand what the system needs to do.

However the further into the design process we go, the more possibilities to involve users into it we have. Of course, the most important one is usability testing. It is a good practice to start usability tests as soon as possible, preferably already on a paper (or early computer) prototype stage. This is because the earlier usability test is made, the earlier major usability problems will
be found, which makes it much easier and cheaper to fix them. Small but frequent usability tests provide more benefit than one large one [11].

Although usability testing is maybe the most popular way of involving users into design process in the later stages, it is by no means the only one. Another simple approach is to make regular design walk-throughs to collect feedback about the design from various users. This may be useful if the prototype is still too raw to do a proper usability test.

Card sorting technique will be especially helpful when building a website with a lot of information. Users are provided with a list of potential content written on different cards and asked to sort them in groups. Based on the results the structure of the website is born.

Having a long list of desired features or requirements may be frustrating. Prioritization sessions will help to choose the most vital of them. During those sessions users are provided with lists of new features, functionality or content and are asked to sort them in some way, which can be according to usefulness, how often they would use the function or how quickly they need to access it.
3.4 Tools of User-Centered Design (UCD Workflow)

As said before, user-centered design combines in itself both philosophy of approach to design and techniques helping to achieve the desired result. All of those tools are simple in concept, but extremely helpful when it comes to the process. Common UCD tools and techniques [12] include:

1. Personas
2. Scenarios
3. User stories and use cases
4. Prototyping and testing as much as possible.

Personas, scenarios, and user stories will be described in greater detail further. Usability testing, however, is so important that it will be described in the next chapter.
3.4.1 Personas

The concept of a persona was created by Alan Cooper and popularized via his book “The Inmates Are Running the Asylum” [13]. The underlying idea is very simple: to create a design that user will find comfortable to use, we need to know what and how she wishes to achieve; the simplest way would be just to ask a real user, but it does not work for a couple of reasons. So, let’s just make up some fictitious users and design for them. Personas are fictitious, specific, concrete descriptions of target users (or user groups) who are going to use your service. They are not real people, but representations of hypothetical archetypes of users.

Using of personas has many benefits [14]:

1. Personas are valuable communication tool as they make assumptions and knowledge about users specific, allowing to talk about users meaningfully avoiding abstract “the user”.
2. Personas provide a set of specific users to focus on, preventing the team from trying to design for every possible user, which leads to better design decisions.
3. Personas feel like real users to the team, and help team members to feel empathy towards users.

There is no single guideline how to create a persona and what information should be present, however there are several things that bring sense to creating a persona and therefore should always be present:

1. Name and age, maybe even a picture to make persona more humane. Those details are important to produce a concrete individual in someone’s mind.
2. Persona’s background: who is she, how is she related to the website.
3. A brief story of the persona.
4. Persona’s goals, which is the most important part. Persona exists to achieve her goals, and goals give meaning to a persona. Goals are what would she like to achieve using the system which is being designed, ie a reason why she performs specific tasks. Those goals should not contain any information about how exactly is she going to achieve this; ie no design decisions.
When creating personas it is important to remember that the more specific personas are, the more effective design tools they will be. Until the persona is fully described there is always danger that someone of the team will imagine himself on spot of the persona, which may lead to incorrect design decisions. Personas must be precise, not accurate: in other words, it is more important to describe the persona in as much detail as possible, than to create a persona that will be one hundred percent correct one.

Personas can be combined into *casts*. Casts are created for each project and can contain 3-12 personas. It does not mean, that team is designing for all of them; sometimes a persona is a description of a user the team is definitely *not* designing for. However, it is always useful to remember that user population is great. To avoid spreading among that much personas, every cast should have a *primary persona*, who will be the main focus of the design. If it is hard to determine a single primary persona, it means that something went wrong: the problem set is too large, and too much is trying to be accomplished at one time. This is the right time to come back a little and rethink the main idea of a system or service in design.

### 3.4.2 Scenarios

A scenario concisely describes how the product or system would be used by personas in real life; in other words, it describes how personas (and through them real people they represent) interact with the product. Scenarios are constructed upon the information gathered during investigation phase when user observations and interviews occur. When writing a scenario it is more important to describe an action from start to finish than to describe it in great detail; also it is vital not to deepen into edge cases [14].

Generally all scenarios include goals, motivations, actions, and reactions. Even the longest of the scenarios have to be short, but at the same time they have to answer to the following questions:

1. Who is the user?
2. Why the user is coming to the website/using the system?
3. What is the user’s goal?
There are three big groups of scenarios: daily-use scenarios, necessary-use scenarios, and edge-case scenarios. The most useful and important are, of course, daily-use scenarios, which describe the main actions the user will perform with the greatest frequency. Usually the number of daily-use scenarios is 2-3. All the actions that must be performed sometimes, but not frequently, are included into necessary-use scenarios. Every product will have its own number of necessary-use scenarios, but this number will generally be bigger than the number of daily-use scenarios. All the actions that are neither necessary nor frequent are combined in edge-case scenarios. Those tasks do not require careful design, but at the same time cannot be completely omitted from the software.

There are also a couple of types of scenarios, which are divided into four levels: brief scenarios, vignettes, elaborated scenarios, and complete task scenarios; starting from a brief description of a user’s goal the product must handle and finishing with the specific stories of a user trying to reach her goal with details of tasks and interactions. The next diagram shows the main types of scenarios:

![Diagram of types of scenarios](image)

*Figure 1: types of scenarios, taken from [14], page 537*

*Springboard stories* are the shortest of all, illustrating a dilemma user is facing and a way out in a couple of sentences.
A ‘points of pain’ story creates a vivid view of the problem from a point of view of a persona. The ‘pain’ here stands for gaps in the process of reaching the goal, usability problems, or new needs.

A key scenarios are, as the name implies, already closer to scenarios than to simple stories. They are more like concrete illustrations of how personas interact with the product. This description goes further in a narrative scenario, which explores how a given task is designed and implemented from beginning to end in a narrative format. On this stage it is important to carry the context and other environmental information along to make sure that proposed design or use case actually makes sense from the point of view of a persona.

To deepen into details even more design maps and flow diagrams are created. They are quite similar to use cases, only focusing on human side, not on how the system functions. Both design maps and flow diagrams help to explore the details of a process or a scenario, and walk through the logic of a process.

After main scenarios are examined and discussed, it is time to create use cases - sequences of actions of parts of the system (which can include people, processes, or even machines) that interact while using the system, stating what happens during a transaction. Use cases serve as a bridge between scenarios and implementation details.
4. Basic Principles of Usability Testing

Usability testing is a technique used in UCD to evaluate a product by testing it on users, or, in other words, to measure a product’s capacity to meet its intended purpose. A little bit more verbose definition provides Steve Krug in his book “Don’t Make Me Think” [15]:

“Watching people try to use what you’re creating/designing/building (or something you’ve already created/designed/built), with the intention of (a) making it easier for people to use or (b) proving that it is easy to use.”

The aspect that during usability testing people are actually using the product is what makes it an irreplaceable usability practice. As opposed to interviews, questionnaires, and surveys, when people can only give their opinion about things or their past experiences about existing things, usability test gives a direct input on how real users are using the system.

It is important to start doing usability tests as soon as possible, because the longer is the delay, the more will be the cost of making changes. Some major problems that were detected too late cannot be corrected at all (because fixing them basically means rewriting the whole system from scratch).

There are our types of usability testing: exploratory, assessment, validation, and comparison tests [16]. The first three types have a place in the lifecycle of the product, when they will be the most useful; the comparison test can be used as an integral part of any of the first three types of testing. The difference between types of tests is in its emphasis on qualitative (ie improving something by finding things to make better) vs quantitative (ie proving something by measuring things) measures, and in the amount of interaction between the test operator and participant. The following diagram shows the exploratory, assessment, and validation tests next to their approximate place in the software lifecycle.
Exploratory usability test is most useful on the early stages of product development when it is still in process of being defined and designed. The main objective of this test is to examine the effectiveness of the preliminary design concepts: does the interface support users’ tasks within a goal, does it allow users to navigate inside the screen and between the screens of application, does the basic functionality have value for user, etc. This early analysis is highly important because this is when critical design decisions are made that lay the foundation for everything else to lay upon. Wrong assumptions and faulty premises about the user lead to great usability problems in the future. Exploratory tests are often conducted as comparison tests, when a couple of prototypes are being tested on different participants to choose the one which worked the best.

Assessment usability test is probably the most typical and simple for a usability novice type of test to conduct. Usually they are held somewhere between the early and middle stages of the
development cycle, after the fundamental design of the product has been established. The goal of assessment test is to expand the findings of exploratory test by evaluating the usability of lower-level operations within the product. In other words, assessment test helps to evaluate how effectively the concept of the product was implemented. This type of test is focused on how efficient can user perform various tasks by using the software. Again, elements of comparison test can be used here to test the effectiveness of a single element (for example, are textual buttons or pictograms better).

Validation or verification test is conducted in late stages of the development cycle when all the major work is already done. The goal of this type of test is to make sure that discovered in the previous tests problems are solved without introducing new ones. Validation test evaluates how well the product meets the usability standard (which comes from earlier usability tests, user surveys, interviews, etc), and is concerned about how efficiently and effectively can user achieve her goal. Another use of validation testing is to make sure that all components of the product (i.e., the software itself, documentation, hardware) work together well. As a part of verification test, a comparison test can be conducted to check how the product looks compared to competitor’s product.

In my work I used assessment testing after I have done the first iteration of new OIS prototypes. This helped me to find the major problems so I was able fix them in the second iteration. My usability testing was in a great degree based on Steve’s Krug book ‘Rocket Surgery Made Easy’, where author provided a detailed description of a simple do-it-yourself usability test; however, it was also enhanced with the techniques of other sources. Description of the used method of testing is provided in the next section.
4.1 Method of Usability Testing

Setting up a usability test involves choosing test participants, choosing the tasks to test and expanding them into scenarios, and also some backstage work of setting up testing environment like installing and testing screen recorders and other necessary software. After the testing was done, a debriefing meeting is run to discuss detected problems, to choose the most serious among them and decide how to fix them.

4.1.1 Choosing Test Participants

Jakob Nielsen popularized the concept of doing small usability tests with the amount of test participants of 5 people at various stages of the development process iteratively. He explained this by saying that if you find two or three people struggling to complete some task, then it is already clear that you have problem in that place, and there is no need to look how many more people will suffer through the same problem. J. Nielsen suggested a mathematical model [17], which shows that the number of usability problems found in a usability test with $n$ users is

$$U = 1 - (1 - p)^n,$$

where $N$ is the total number of usability problems in the design, and $L$ is the proportion of usability problems discovered while testing a single user. He also suggests that the value of $L$ is 31%. This formula results in the following curve [17] (image taken from [17]):

![Usability Problems Found vs. Number of Test Users](image)
Steve Krug follows the path of J. Nielsen, but reduces the recommended number of test participants to 3 people and gives a number of reasons for doing so: the first three users are very likely to encounter many of the most significant problems, three people is easier to find than five or more, testing with three users does not take a lot of time making it possible to do debriefing in the same day [11].

After deciding on the number of test participants it is necessary to define who those people should be. S. Krug suggests to recruit people who are actually using the system/software/website, or are going to use it in future. The reasons are simple:

1. There is no need to care about would people who are not going to use the product be able to use it or not - they are not going to use it anyway;
2. It is more likely that representative users will encounter the same problems during the testing as the real users;
3. People who are not the target audience can experience problems that actual users would not encounter;
4. Some kind of domain knowledge may be needed for successful use of the product, and non-representative users may lack that knowledge.

### 4.1.2 Choosing Tasks and Creating Scenarios

The first step is to write down a list of the most important tasks that people need to be able to do using the system. On this stage it is important to remember, that those tasks must reflect representative users’ goals, not your idea about what they want to do. A task, as well as arising from it scenario, should be real and meaningful [18].

There can be a number of possible tasks to complete, and before the usability testing it is needed to choose a couple of most critical of them (for example, the ones that users absolutely must be able to accomplish or the ones about which you have based on some kind of research information that people are experiencing problems with them) for actual testing. It can be a one long task, or 10 smaller ones. Some tasks may be really simple, and it is reasonable not to use them in the test,
as too simple questions for too complex systems may provide misleading usability evaluation results.

As an alternative to simple making tasks for test participants to accomplish it has been suggested that a potential user brings her own task to the test session. This way user’s perspective is also taken into account, as opposed to evaluating usability only from point of view of the system creators. K. Tarkkanen and his colleagues describe in their article “Back to User-Centered Usability Testing” [18] a modified version of user-defined task approach, which they have developed “in order to ensure that users’ needs have better possibility to emerge in a usability test”. Accordingly to their proposal, test participants are given an open-ended task that covers not a specific function, but the work process as a whole. This way users can follow their usual workflow during the test, which gives an idea about how they conceptualize their work and what kind of information and functions they really need.

In case if not using user-defined task approach, after a list of tasks that need usability testing was compiled, those tasks are expanded into scenarios. Accordingly to Krug [11], the scenario gives test participant a character, her motivation, what she needs to do, and a few necessary details (information, that user needs to know, but does not due to it is testing; for example, username and password). The most important thing here is not to give any clues about how to perform the task in the scenario. Some restrictions can also be put in the scenario, for example, “Do not use search” or “Stay on this site”.

After scenarios are ready, a quick pilot test of them is required to make sure that they do not contain any disambiguations and uncertain points. There is no need to engage real users here, as it is not a product test, but a scenario test - anyone will work fine.

4.1.3 Usability Test Workflow

A quiet room with a desk and two chairs is required to conduct a usability test. In this room there should be a computer with Internet access, installed screen recording software, and if necessary
screen sharing software (to allow people in the observation room to see and to hear the test). It is also better to use a mouse during the test, as touchpads or trackballs can be difficult to use for some people.

Before test session starts, facilitator’s task is to check that everything works fine and make some adjustments: test a screen recorder and screen sharing, make mouse cursor a little bit larger so that it would be easier to see, turn off any software that can disrupt the flow of the test, bookmark all the pages that are needed during the test to avoid typing URLs, and reset everything (ie load a clean set of test data if necessary, and delete browser history so that visited links would not be clues for test participants).

Test sessions begins with explaining to the participant how the test is going to work. In my work I used an example script by S. Krug, which can be found in appendix 1. The explanation should be clear in all senses: it should not arise much questions, and it should be done in a clear voice, without mumbling.

If the participant does not have any questions (or after those questions were answered), it is time to ask them a couple of questions. This part is intended to get the participants comfortable talking and show them that you are listening to what they are saying. Of course, questions also give an idea about who participant is, how comfortable she is with the computer, and whether or not she has some domain knowledge - in other words, all the information necessary to decide how this person compares to the target audience.

After that the real test starts. Usually participant is asked to look at the home page and tell what they can make of it. The goal is to see if users can figure out what the thing they are going to use is. After this ‘tour’, one of the tasks is read to the user (and a printed copy of a task is given to her). While participant is doing the task, she can be interrupted only if necessary. User is supposed to think aloud while doing the task. When the task is ready, it is time to move to the next one.

When all of the planned tasks are done, there is some probing time. During this time the participant can be asked about whether she had noticed some thing or not, why she made certain
choice, does she have any suggestions, or ask her to make a task in other way or from a different starting point.

After this stage usability testing session ends with some polite closing remarks. Before starting the next session, it is necessary to make some notes about the previous one, and to reset the computer to its previous clear state. Some adjustments can be made now, also. For example, if one participant was not able to complete a task and the reason is obvious, this task can be changed now or even excluded from further testing process. S. Krug suggests, that after each session three most serious usability problems noticed during this session should be written down.

4.1.4 Debriefing Meeting

The purpose of this meeting is:

1. To compose a list of most serious usability problems that participants encountered during the test;
2. To compose a list of the problems that are going to be fixed until the next round of testing.

It is best to conduct the debriefing just after the testing is over, so that everything would be clear in people’s minds.

A list of usability problems can be done by concatenating smaller lists that each of the observers and the facilitator composed earlier during the testing sessions. The most serious problems can be later extracted by answering following questions to determine their severity: will a lot of people experience this problem? and will it cause a serious problem for people who experience it? If the answer to both questions is “yes” - then by no means this problem is serious and should be fixed in the first place. The toughest decisions involve corner cases, ie when a problem affects badly a few users or when a problem affects a lot of people but in fact is just some annoyance.
S. Krug suggests to write down ten major problems, and then during the discussion arrange them with a priority from 1 to 10. Also team should decide how to fix every of this problems as easy as possible.

After the debriefing, facilitator’s job is to compose a short report to summarize this round of usability testing. The report should not be long, and should contain the following information:

- What was tested;
- The list of tasks the participant were asked to do;
- The list of problems to fix until the next round of testing;
- Some information about how people can watch the recordings of testing process and when the next round of testing will be.

After the meeting is over, it is time to fix the problems. The fixes should be as simple as possible. Tweaking is preferred to redesigning things, as it costs less, requires less work, and can be made sooner. It easy to ‘play’ with tweaks: make one, observe whether it solved the problem or not, if yes - everything is great, if no - it is possible just to try another tweak. Another point Krug makes here is that a lot of people feel need to add something when there is a usability problem; for example, add more instructions. But often the best way to fix a problem is to take something away, clear the page from all visual noise that the user does not actually need but that is still there because of some abstract reasons.
5. Applying UCD to designing a new OIS prototype

As a practical part of this thesis I applied principles of user-centered design to creating a new, refined and more user-friendly, version of OIS.

5.1 Restructuring of Menu

Before creating personas I have decided to restructure the menu. Illogical menu structure was one of the most common complaints I have heard about OIS. In order to do this I started with sketching current menu structure:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Outfits</th>
<th>Messages</th>
<th>My Data</th>
<th>Course homepages</th>
<th>Invoices &amp; Contracts</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Performances</th>
<th>Study plans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search for documents</td>
<td>E-election</td>
<td>Order</td>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>My Data</td>
<td>Course homepages</td>
<td>My Invoices</td>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Performances</td>
<td>Study plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses</td>
<td>Open competition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>My Data</td>
<td>Course homepages</td>
<td>My Invoices</td>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Performances</td>
<td>Study plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curricula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timetables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic calendar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense times</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exam examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of gallery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear that current menu structure has following problems:
1. The names of the sections are too abstract;
2. Submenus are too long and contain items of different sorts;
3. Titles of sections are all in different format;
4. There are unnecessary submenus (like ‘My Data’ dropdown of ‘My Data’ menu item);
5. The most used items are hidden in the menu structure.

As one of the most important tasks users do via OIS is submitting different applications, I started with this menu item and its submenu. A lot of applications were hidden under abstract “Submission of applications” menu item, so I put them in the submenu so that they would be clearly visible.

Another important thing is student’s profile. In the current menu structure of OIS there is no way to get all the information about one student in one place, because personal data is in “My Data” menu, “My study results” - in “Performances”, “My Study Plans” - in “Study plans”, etc. I collected here all the data that concerns this particular student.

I also collected all declarations in one place. This includes declaration of graduation thesis topic, declaration of subjects in the beginning of new semester, and action plans for doctoral candidates.

As one of the most frequent actions on OIS is browsing of timetables, I decided to bring “Timetables” as a separate item in the menu to make it faster to find.

In my menu structure version there is “General information” submenu, where I put the majority of items from previous “Home”; and “Student life” submenu instead of abstract “Others”.

Another important thing for making OIS faster to use is introduction of a dashboard on the home page. Student can see the most recent information about her study process: latest grades and reminders about deadlines of all sorts, as well as important news. Student can choose what kind of reminders to show in “Settings” section of his profile. He can also turn on e-mail notifications there, so that all reminders about deadlines would come also to his inbox.
Further is my version of restructured OIS menu. As OIS is a big and complicated system, I did not make prototypes of the whole system, as it would take much more time and effort and could not be done on a decent level without a team. The parts of OIS that I have not prototyped are shown in light grey color.
5.2 Creating personas

The following qualities were chosen to be present in the descriptions of personas:

1. Name, age, and picture;
2. A brief story telling who this persona is and how is she related to OIS;
3. Persona’s goals.

A total number of personas was chosen to be three to avoid spreading and getting lost among a huge cast. In addition, three personas represent four major types of users who are using OIS: freshmen, students on their last year and regular students who are not finishing their degree but already have some experience in academic life. The data for creating personas is based on personal experience of using OIS and such experiences of classmates. Information about each persona is represented as a table for a better clarity.

**Name:** Agnes Kowalski  
**Age:** 19  
**Story:** Agnes is 19. Although her surname is Polish, she was born in Tallinn and lives here since then. She just entered the University of Technology, and is going to study Informatics. She is really good with computers, and has been using them since age 10. Agnes always has her smartphone with her to ensure that she would not miss any information. However, she is nervous because it is her first year in the university and she is afraid she can miss something important because she might be not yet aware of all the inner rules.  
**Goals:** Agnes wants to find out major information about her studying: the group she belongs to and the corresponding timetables. She also wants to choose subjects to study in this semester and declare them as soon as possible, because she heard that OIS may work badly in the last days before deadline for
submitting declarations. Agnes also wants to know whether she can receive any money allowances and if yes, then apply for them.

Name: Ivonne Tamm
Age: 22
Story: Ivonne has been studying Informatics in Tallinn University of Technology for three years. She was not that good with computers in the beginning, but she quickly got educated and found a good job as a programmer on her third semester in the university. After that she gets more knowledge at work from her colleagues than at lectures. This led to lack of interest in formal studying and drop of academic performance. Ivonne even had to take one of the subjects the second time because she was too lazy and keen on her work to pass it the first time. Ivonne want to get out of the university as soon as possible, preferably with a diploma. She does not visit lectures anymore, and does not care about her grades as long as her average is above 2.0.
Goals: Ivonne almost finished her thesis, so she wants to know whether she has any debts left. She knows that she has to pay for the subject she studied twice, but is not sure how and how much, so she wants to find this out. Ivonne also does not want to miss the deadline for submitting the thesis.
Name: Ivan Vassiljev
Age: 26

Story: Ivan was always interested in chemistry, so he had no doubts when choosing a faculty. He always was a great student, and finished his bachelor studies with *cum laude*. After getting his Master degree, Ivan went on and now he is a doctoral student. He is already familiar with university rules and deadlines; however he is a little scattered and can easily forget to do something which has to be done rarely. He has a laptop, but he is not an advanced computer user: he knows how to use some field-specific software and how to open Facebook.

Goals: Ivan cares a lot about his grades, and wants to trace his study results easily and on time so that he could have a chance to rewrite a work and get a better grade. He also interacts closely with his professors, so he wants to easily find out where to find them in non-lecture times.
5.3 Creating scenarios

While writing this thesis my main attention was focused on daily-use scenarios, as those kind of actions are the most common among OIS users and cause the majority of problems. I also decided to use key scenarios as a basis, and extend them if to narrative scenarios in necessary. I also omitted the step of creating use case diagrams, as they are closer to technical implementation than to mock up design and would not provide any new information for purposes.

I have firstly extracted actions the users perform in OIS. They all come from personas’ goals:

1. Checking out own timetables to find out which lectures, when and where to attend;
2. Checking out timetables of professors to find them in non-lecture time;
3. Declaring subjects in the beginning of semester;
4. Submitting application for monthly allowances;
5. Finding out information about payments for repeatedly studied subjects;
6. Registering to examinations;
7. Submitting thesis theme;
8. Checking out grades and other study results.

After that I have chosen the most frequent actions OIS is used to perform. Those actions appear in the most personas’ goals and shall be basis for daily-use scenarios:

1. Checking out own timetables to find out which lectures, when and where to attend;
2. Checking out timetables of professors to find them in non-lecture time;
3. Checking out grades and other study results.

Following actions form a base for necessary-use scenarios:

1. Submitting application for monthly allowances or applying for a stipend;
2. Declaring subjects in the beginning of semester;
3. Building a study-plan (which is a version of the previous scenario when a student wants to change the default set of subjects to declare);
4. Finding out information about payments for repeatedly studied subjects;
5. Registering for the exams;

5.3.1 Daily-use scenarios

Checking out own timetables to find out which lectures, when and where to attend.

Agnes goes to a small room in the X building and gets her login information. On her way back she decides to check her timetable to visit the library and borrow necessary textbooks in advance. Agnes uses her smartphone to log in to OIS in browser. She has never seen the system before, but her experience suggests to tap on her name in the top right corner. And really, this navigates her to her profile page, where she checks out her group number.

After that Agnes clicks on the ‘Timetables’ link in the navigation, and sees a list of groups divided by faculties and form of studies. She clicks through the navigation to her own group, and her timetable shows up. She spots “Save timetable as PDF” button in the corner, and decides to go for it in case if she will not have Internet access. Agnes taps the button, and a .pdf is downloaded to her smartphone.

Checking out timetables of professors to find them in non-lecture time.

Ivan is at home working on a paper for a scientific journal. He has spent a couple of hours on it, and now he feels like he needs some help from someone with more experience. Ivan decides to contact one of his professors. As he lives near the university, Ivan decides to meet him after one of his lectures.

Ivan opens a new tab in browser, navigates to OIS page, and uses his username and password to log in. He clicks on ‘Timetables’ link in navigation menu. By default students’ timetables are shown, but he changes the tab to timetables of professors. He sees an alphabetically ordered list of lecturers with a search textbox upon it. Ivan starts typing the name of the professor he wants to meet in the textbox, and the list of the
lecturers gradually decreases. After Ivan spots his professor’s name in the list, he clicks on it. Professor’s timetable shows up.

**Checking out grades and other study results.**

Ivan had an exam a couple of days ago, and now he wants to check whether or not the exam is already graded. He opens a new tab in browser, navigates to OIS page, and uses his username and password to log in. On the frontpage he can see a couple of lists with recent grades, deadlines, and news.

a) At a glance Ivan can see that there are no recent grades.

b) At a glance Ivan sees his latest grade.

1) Ivan is satisfied with this grade, so he leaves the page happily.

2) Ivan does not like the grade and wants to improve it. He clicks on the name of the subject in the first column, and additional information from the professors slides down. He carefully reads the text, and finds out that he can have another try in three days. Ivan closes the page and opens the textbook.

5.3.2 Necessary-use scenarios

**Submitting application for monthly allowances or applying for a stipend.**

Agnes has heard that she can apply for a monthly allowance via OIS. She uses her computer’s browser to navigate to OIS and to log in. The first page she sees after logging in contains a couple of lists on it: with recent grades (which is currently empty as she had no exams lately), news, and deadlines. The column with deadlines has two reminders: one about declaring subjects for the following semester, and one about applying for a study allowance.

Agnes clicks on the second reminder, and it brings her to “Application for study allowance” page. The page is divided in two columns, the left one describing the process of getting an allowance for regular students who already have some grades, and the right
one describing process of applying for special allowance for students from poor family. Both columns have “Apply now” buttons in the bottom, but the left one’s button is inactive and has an explanation next to it, why: because Agnes does not yet have any study experience in university.

Agnes decides to try to get special allowance. She clicks on “Apply now” link in the right column, and a popup window with a small form shows up. The form contains a field with students name (which is already filled in), student’s bank account number (which is also already filled in), and an optional file input field, where Agnes can upload some documents confirming that her family budget is relatively low. Agnes does not have such documents now, but as this field is optional, she decides to go for it anyway and clicks on “Submit application” button. The popup closes, and Agnes can now see that the button she clicked on previously is inactive, and has a green success message next to it, saying that she had already submitted an application for this kind of allowance.

When Agnes comes to the frontpage the next time, she sees that a reminder to apply for an allowance is gone from the deadlines section.

**Declaring typical subjects in the beginning of semester.**

On one of the intro lectures Agnes heard that the deadline for choosing subjects for this semester is in four weeks. She also heard that as she is a first-year student she can not yet choose which subjects to study, so she decides just to declare the typical studying program and not to think about it anymore.

Agnes uses her favorite browser to navigate to OIS page, and she logs in. As usual, she sees the frontpage with grades, deadlines and news shown on it. Agnes clicks on “Submit your declaration” link in the deadlines section.

This leads her to one of the “Declarations” subpages - “Declare subjects for this semester”. The page is divided in two columns, each containing only one of two button-style links with brief descriptions: “Declare typical program for this semester” and “Declare a revised list of subjects”. The second link is inactive, and a text next to it says
that it is due to the fact that Agnes is a freshman and can not choose subjects to study yet. Agnes clicks on the first link, and a this opens a popup where she can see a table with default for her semester and specialty subjects list. The table has 5 columns: subject code, title, exam form, number of ECTS credits, and a delete button (which is inactive).

Agnes clicks on the “Submit declaration” button below the table. “Your declaration has been successfully submitted” text shows next to it, and the button becomes inactive. There also is a “Withdraw” link if Agnes for some reasons wants to cancel her declaration.

When Agnes comes to the frontpage the next time, she sees that a reminder to declare subjects is gone from the deadlines section.

**Building a custom study-plan.**

One of the friends reminded to Ivan that he has to declare some subjects for the following semester. Ivan goes to OIS page, logs in, and clicks on “Declare subjects” in “Declarations” dropdown. He already has study experience, so he can choose which subjects he wants to study this semester.

The page where the system brought him is divided in two columns, each containing only one of two button-style links with brief descriptions: “Declare typical program for this semester” and “Declare a revised list of subjects”. Ivan is passionately curious, so he clicks on the right link to add more subjects to the default study plan.

This leads him to a new page, where he can see a table of default subjects for his semester and specialty. The table has 5 columns: subject code, title, exam form, number of ECTS credits, and a delete button. First of all, Ivan deletes all computer-related subjects by clicking on “Delete” button in the fifth column. The corresponding row changes its text color to lighter grey and button changes to “Undo” link, showing that this row is inactive. Ivan accidentally removes a wrong subject, but clicking on “Undo” link brings it back in a second.
After deleting all boring subjects, Ivan clicks on “Add other subjects” link below the table. A popup with search field shows up. Below the text field there is a list of chosen subjects which is now empty, and a list of disciplines available for studying, including Organic and Non-organic Chemistry, Programming, Math studies and etc, ie all kind of disciplines available in TUT. Ivan has decided to add some math to his timetable, so he clicks on “Math studies” link, which opens a long list of math-related subjects in table form, each of which has an “Add” button next to it. Ivan chooses one of the subjects by clicking on the button. He then chooses another subject of another discipline. All the subjects he chooses are in real time added to his chosen subjects list.

After he finishes, Ivan clicks on the “Add selected subjects” button in the corner of the popup. The popup disappears, and all subjects he selected are now visible in the table. Ivan scans the list once more, and clicks on the “Submit declaration” button. “Your declaration has been successfully submitted” text shows next to it, and the button becomes inactive. There also is a “Withdraw” link if Ivan wants to cancel his declaration.

**Finding out information about payments for repeatedly studied subjects.**

On one of the days at work Ivonne has some spare time, so she checks her e-mail. There she finds a letter saying that she has not yet paid the university for her repetitive studying of one of the subjects. Ivonne clicks on the link in the letter, which leads her to OIS login page, and uses her username and password to log in.

After login Ivonne is redirected to “My Invoices” section of her profile. There is a table of subjects that require payment: subject name, sum, and payment deadline. Ivonne has only one subject to be paid for. She clicks on it, and additional information opens in a popup. There is small text explaining how the sum was calculated, a link to the invoice in .pdf format, and two bank-links. Ivonne clicks on the link of her bank, follows the steps appearing on the screen, and after she clicks on “Back to the merchant” link on the last step, she gets back to OIS system. She sees a success message, and after going back to
the frontpage she notices that reminder about missing payment is now gone from the deadlines list. Ivonne logs out using a link in the top right corner and proceeds to work.

**Registering for the exam.**

Near the end of the semester Ivonne remembers that she has to pass her last exam in the university before she will be able to defend her thesis. She logs in to OIS in a usual way, and chooses “Examinations” link from “Registrations” menu item in the navigation bar. A list of subjects that end with an exam and that she had declared in the beginning of semester is shown in table, with a ‘Register’ button in the last column. She has only one such subject, so she clicks on the button in the corresponding row.

A calendar-style view opens in a popup. The days when there is an exams are slightly highlighted, and have time of the exam in it and the number of available seats. Ivonne thinks a little bit, and chooses one of the times she finds the most suitable by clicking on it. After that the button after the calendar saying “Register” becomes active. Ivonne clicks on it, popup disappears, and “Register” button in the table row became a “Remove registration” link.

When Ivonne goes back to the frontpage, she sees that a new sections called “Exams” appeared. She can see there the name of the subject, date and time of the exam, and a “Remove registration” link. Out of curiosity Ivonne clicks on this link, the row becomes greyish and “Registration deleted” text appears instead of “Remove registration”. Fortunately, it has also “Cancel” link next to it, and after Ivonne clicks on it the registration and representing it row in the table ‘come back’.

**Submitting thesis theme.**

Near the end of May Ivonne remembers that she has to register her thesis theme and the name of her supervisor. She goes to OIS, logs in, and sees a “Submit a thesis theme” link in deadlines section on the frontpage. Ivonne clicks on it, and it leads her to another page, where she can see a text field for typing in the topic, and another text field for typing in
her supervisor’s name, as well as a “Save” button underneath. Ivonne fills in the text field: theme she simply writes in, and a supervisor she chooses out of a dropdown list which appeared after she started typing, and clicks “Save”. The button becomes inactive, and an information box appears next to it saying that the professor she chose now received a notification and has to confirm her as his ward.

The next time Ivonne logs in to OIS, she sees that she has a new notification in her inbox, which is shown next to her name as an envelope with a red number ‘1’ next to it. Ivonne clicks on the envelope, and this leads her to her inbox. She sees a list of the letters she had received, latest on top. The subject of the notification is “Professor you have chosen has confirmed you as his ward”. Ivonne clicks on the subject, and the rest of the notification opens in a popup. Ivonne reads it, finds nothing interesting, and closes the tab.
5.4 Creating Prototype Using Twitter Bootstrap

My tool of choice for creating prototype was Twitter Bootstrap - a front-end framework for developing responsive, mobile first projects on the web. There were a couple of reasons why I chose Bootstrap, and the main ones were:

- It has good documentation and tutorials both on its website and on the Internet;
- It is free;
- It allowed me to build the prototype in the way I am used to - by writing code.

Before starting coding, I made a couple of quick sketches on paper:

After I had a general idea about what I want to create, I moved on to coding part.
5.4.1 Prototypes created with Twitter Bootstrap

Mostly SIS looks the same for both first year students and other students, however there are certain differences in “Applying for a study allowance” and “Declaring a list of subjects” sections. Those differences shall be mentioned.

The home page for an anonymous user is extremely simple and features only a login form. Anonymous users have access to some general information and to timetables of both students and professors.

The timetables section features a step-by-step filtration of groups: user chooses her faculty, then her group, and then her group number. This helps to avoid eye searching through a huge list of groups. On the other hand, such system requires three clicks; but none of test participants had something against it.
After logging in student sees her homepage where are collected the most important things concerning her studies: deadlines, examinations (if there is present at least one registration to an examination; otherwise this section is not shown), recent grades, and recent news. In the grades section student can click on the subject name to see additional information about how to fix the grade:

The profile page is the longest of all. There is collected all the information concerning this particular student: personal information and notification settings, study results with a clearly visible GPA, all study plans, any of the applications she ever submitted, contracts, invoices, and interim performances.
**Study Information System**

**Personal information**

Angelina Kobeleva

- **Group**: IAPR47
- **Personal code**: 49110000277
- **Home phone**: 6344129
- **Mobile phone**: 660 14 48 4
- **Address**: Mannfa 36-36, Tallinn
- **E-mail**: ange.bodlov@gmail.com

**Notification settings**

- Notify me if:
  - A new grade is received
  - A deadline is in 5 days
  - A deadline is in 3 days
  - A deadline is in tomorrow

**Save**

**Study results**

```plaintext
Current GPA = 3.78. 
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Databases II</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>03.02.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to astrophysics</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>13.02.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.02.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of Bible in Modern Society</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>12.02.2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**My study plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Date of submission</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Number of courses</th>
<th>Number of ECTS credits</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013/2014 spring</td>
<td>03.01.2014</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013/2014 autumn</td>
<td>13.09.2014</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013/2013 spring</td>
<td>08.01.2013</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012/2013 autumn</td>
<td>16.09.2013</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**My applications**

- **Type of application**: Acceptance of practice
  - **Date of submission**: 13.03.2014
  - **Date of decision-making**: processing

**My contracts**

- **Contract number**: C141090
  - **Contract type**: Student contract (CIU)
  - **Concluding date**: 11.02.2014
  - **Status**: Valid

**My invoices**

- **Invoice number**: C3514087
  - **Subject name**: Introduction to Databases
  - **Sum**: 215
  - **Payment deadline**: 11.06.2014
  - **Status**: Unpaid

**Interim performances**

No performances found
All applications are collected in one place. In current version of prototype only application of study allowance is present. New students do not have any study results yet, so they can only apply for a special allowance:

Other students can choose whether to apply for a regular or a special allowance:

The popup modal window which shows after clicking on one of the “Apply now” buttons is the same in both cases. It features three fields: student name, her bank account number, and an optional field to attach some documents for a special allowance.
Page for declaring subjects is built exactly as study allowance application’s page. It features two choices: a quick one for declaring a typical list of subjects, and another one for declaring a revised list of subjects.
Again, new students cannot change their study plans yet and have to declare a typical list of subjects. So they have “Declare a revised list of subjects” button disabled:

Clicking on “Declare typical list of subjects” shows a modal popup with an overview of subjects to declare and a “Submit declaration” button:
When submitting a revised list of subjects, it is possible to add other subjects outside typical for this semester program. There is a special page for this, where student can see her typical subjects, can delete them, and can also add other subjects by clicking on “Add other subjects” button. This opens a popup, where student can use a search field with auto complete to find a specific subject; or can browse through divisions using a filter. Student can select any amount of subjects by clicking on “Add” button in the corresponding row, and then add all of them at once to her declaration by clicking on “Add selected subjects”.

The declaration is submitted by clicking on “Declare this list of subjects”, after what a success message is shown as well as a link to withdraw the declaration and continue editing:
Another declaration present in the prototype is declaration of graduation thesis topic. Student has to fill in the topic, choose her supervisor from a dropdown list with autocomplete, and click on “Save” button. After that a message appears that says that chosen professor now has to confirm you as his ward. Here is also visible how an inbox link looks like when there are unread messages.

Message about approval can be found in student’s inbox:

An important part of student life is registration to examinations. This can be found in a separate section. In the current version of SIS available examinations are displayed as a huge table with a lot of unnecessary at this stage information. This makes finding a suitable time harder than it should be. The most natural way of thinking about dates is a calendar, so I have used a calendar
view to display available times. Again, after making a registration student can delete it from the same page in a click and then register again if needed.
5.5 Usability Testing of the Created Prototype

When the prototype was ready, I asked a couple of TUT students to participate in usability testing. A few of them refused, but I got three people who agreed to participate and to have their actions and voice comments recorded. I decided to stop at three people as Steve Krug recommends, as three people is more than enough to fix the major problems. Later I will refer to them as Participant A, Participant B, and Participant C.

All of participants are student of Tallinn University of Technology (TUT), which means that they are part of Study Information System (SIS) target audience. Two people are now finishing their studies, and one of them had studied in TUT for a couple of months, and then left.

After participants were chosen, I moved on to choosing tasks to test and to creating short scenarios out of them. I decided to test the most important cases of using SIS, which were earlier described as personas’ goals. The tasks to be tested were following:

1. To check your own timetable to find out which lectures, when and where to attend;
2. To check timetable of a professor to find him after lectures;
3. To declare subjects in the beginning of semester;
4. To submit an application for monthly allowances;
5. To pay for a repeatedly studied subject;
6. To register for an examintaion;
7. To submit a graduation thesis theme;
8. To checking out latest grades and current GPA.

The tasks were later expanded to short scenarios to give participants some necessary information (for example, requirements for login):

1. You are a student of Tallinn University of Technology (TUT). Your group number is IASB43. You were invited to a party on Thursday evening, and before you accept or decline the invitation want to know whether or not you have lectures on Friday before 13PM.
2. You are a student of Tallinn University of Technology (TUT). You are now writing your bachelor thesis, and want to hear some advice from your supervisor, professor Eugenia Ivanova. Find out where and when you can find her in the university.

3. You are a first-year student of TUT. On one of the lectures you have heard, that you need to declare subjects for this semester. Do it. To login to current version of prototype, you need to fill in the fields of login form with any text you like.

4. You have studied at TUT for a couple of years. It is the beginning of semester now, and you need to declare subjects to study. Besides typical subjects, you also want to study subject “Role of Bible in Modern Society”. Submit your revised accordingly to this information study plan. To login to current version of prototype, you need to fill in the fields of login form with any text you like.

5. You are a TUT student. The last semester was hard, so you have failed one of the subjects and had to study it again. Find out how much does it cost, and pay for it. To login to current version of prototype, you need to fill in the fields of login form with any text you like.

6. You are a studying at Tallinn University of Technology. The semester is almost over, so you want to register to an examination on “Databases I”. You do not have much spare time in May, so you’d prefer to have this exam in June. Please register to this exam.

7. You are a student of Tallinn University of Technology (TUT). You are hoping to finish your bachelor degree this year, and you are now working on your bachelor thesis. Submit your graduation thesis topic.

8. You have studied at TUT for a couple of years. You did not pay much attention to studying, so some grades were poor. Now that you are close to finishing the university you are worried whether your GPA is over 2.0. Check out your GPA.

The usability test itself was conducted by Steve Krug’s book as described above, without modification to the process.
5.5.1 Results of the Usability Test

As expected conducted usability tests revealed a couple of problems of the new prototype. Two of the test participants had problems with finding invoices, which they explained was because invoice section was placed too low on the page. This means that menu structure has to be revived once more.

Another problem was with success, error, and information messages, which turned up to be not as noticeable as expected.

A couple of other things are more inconveniences than problems, for example, missing link to home page on a logo, not working form submission by hitting ‘Enter’ key. One of the test participants also noted, that he would like to have a back link somewhere on the page to move back to the previous section. This participant also said, that he can use the browser’s built-in back button then. However, this lead me to an idea to add breadcrumbs (ie a series of links which step-by-step show to user where she is on the website) to the prototype.

As a conclusion, these are the problems that were found and that need to be fixed in the next prototype version, arranged by their priority:

1. Student cannot change typical program of subjects though he expected this;
2. Invoices are hard to find;
3. Back links or breadcrumbs are expected on the page;
4. Success messages are missing from some places, such as submitting a thesis topic;
5. Login form submitting does not work by hitting enter;
6. Link back to home page is missing from the logo.
5.6 Creating a Revised Version of Prototype

After usability testing I created a second, revised version of Study Information System prototype, which fixes found problems.

**Student cannot change typical program of subjects though he expected this**

I did not want to completely get rid of a fast way to declare just the typical subjects list, because a lot of students do not make changes to their study plans and just submit a typical declaration every semester. However, in the previous version user had to close the current modal window and choose another link. I solved this by placing a link to declaring a revised list of subjects in the modal window of declaring a typical list of subjects along with some explanatory text. I also removed unnecessary “Delete” buttons from typical subjects list as they were useless:
Invoices are hard to find

As information about payments is important, it has to capture the attention of user. So I placed a highlighted notification that user has unpaid invoices to the top of page. Notification has text explaining that user has to pay for something, and a link to the “Invoices” section of user’s profile where she can make payment. The same kind of notifications can be used, for example, to notify user about new items in her inbox (in addition to change in the inbox link in the header), or about new grades.

Back links or breadcrumbs are expected on the page

One of the test participants said that he expected a back link after he has submitted his study plan. I fixed this issue by adding a row of breadcrumbs on top of each page:

Success messages are missing from some places, such as submitting a thesis topic

As became clear during the test, people expect also a success message that thesis topic was saved and a simple information message is not enough. So a success message was added. I also added a link to student’s inbox, where she will find professor’s decision when he will give one:
Login form submitting does not work by hitting enter and link back to home page is missing from the logo

Those problems were fixed on a coding level, without visual representation.
In this thesis I have illustrated how to apply user-centered approach to creating a prototype of a system, starting from creating personas and writing scenarios for them and proceeding to creating a prototype and testing it in order to find problems and fix them. My main goal was to show how user-centered design (UCD) helps to build a more user-friendly interface. The user-friendliness of a prototype created using UCD was proven by a usability test which has revealed just a couple of problems.

The need for designers and developers to understand target audience is a necessity, as this is the way to creating an easy-to-use system, website, or application. The work showed that the most common user-centered design techniques such as personas and scenarios do not take much time, but are extremely helpful when it comes to understanding the end user. Conducted usability test was also helpful as it showed usability problems I have not noticed in the first time and allowed me to fix them before it was too late.

The resulting prototype is by no means complete and should be considered only as a starting point for further enhancement. First of all, missing in the current versions pages should be done. For this new personas and scenarios should be introduced to understand users whose needs were not covered by this thesis. After that, there should be another usability testing round to find out a new portion of problems to fix.
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